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to me
Hi SaraFirst of all, I miss you and I miss Ron. I am sorry I have been so flakey this year. I have been doing
professional development and the craziness at Phillips was too much,
I wanted to write you during this teacher appreciation week because I want you to know how much you
still serve as an inspiration and motivation for my instruction. Our year together still stands as a top
moment of my teaching. A few weeks ago I was meeting with Angel and some other folks from AUSL
about the junior data protocol I have rolled out and implemented. They asked how I learned this. I said
you! I explained that you are still my foundation for excellent instruction that makes all kids learn and
achieve. Even today, I caught myself talking about you and using so much of what you taught me. When
stuck trying to figure something out for AP, I dug out your files and my hard drive to try to recreate the
magic we had together. I can't believe it was so long ago while it feels so fresh and vivid to me still.
I really hope we can find a chance to get together. My schedule is a lot more flexible these days!
I also did want to share a piece of news that I don't think will surprise you: I applied and was accepted into
New Leaders. After so many horror stories of terrible admin and my own horrible experiences, I know I
need to try my hand at it with the goal being of having a school where teachers are actually respected
and treated as professionals. Next year will be my first foray into seeing if I can figure out how to make
that possible in CPS, so hopefully one day I can woo you to come teach or work with me again!
I normally wouldn't email, but I didn't want you to hear it from anyone else except me.
All my love this week and always!
Xoxoxo

